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STRATEGIC PLANNING MEETING IN THE CAROLINAS 

 

David McKee, Director of Member Services facilitated the Strategic Planning Session for the 
Carolinas Chapter on the 7th July, 2009. This session was held in Kernersville, NC at Stay Alert 
Safety Services Inc.  The participants were Richard Morgan with Quixote Corporation, Jim Bob 
Wiles with Carsonite Composites, Tim Inglis with 3M-Traffic Safety Systems (TSS), Nicholas 
Delaney with Carolina Traffic Devices Inc, Jim Babcock and Chris Fulk with Stay Alert Safety 
Services, Inc, Dan Lang with Flint Trading Inc and Ben Capel with Guardway Corp. This 
process involves sending out questionnaires to a group of members in the chapter and collecting 
their responses. The questionnaire consists of nine questions that play a vital role in helping 
ATSSA understand the needs and expectations of the chapter. The meeting typically is scheduled 
for an entire day with the morning session being utilized to talk about the responses given by 
members and the afternoon session is utilized to prepare a work plan draft with the members. 
The objectives are identified initially and the work plan is designed in a way that would give a 
sequence of steps on how to achieve the objectives. The objectives are achieved by identifying 
the tactics that is all agreed by the members. A task force is identified to work for every tactic. 
The status is updated at regular intervals after the meeting by conference calls. A mission for the 
chapter is also identified after the meeting based on the responses and discussions in the meeting. 
Here is the mission ATSSA got for the Carolinas chapter: “Nurturing Relationships to Advance 
Roadway Safety in the Carolinas”. For meeting notices and other information regarding the 
activities of the Carolinas Chapter, be sure to visit 
http://www.atssa.com/page.ww?name=Carolinas+Chapter&section=Chapters 
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From left to right: David McKee(ATSSA), Jim Bob Wiles(Carsonite Composites), Richard Morgan(Quixote Corp), Ben Capel(Guardway Corp),  
Chris Fulk(Stay Alert Safety Services inc), Dan Lang(Flint Trading Inc), Janet Rivera(ATSSA) 

This process has been conducted in two other chapters so far, the California chapter and the 
Pennsylvania chapter.  
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